The present research studies images and concepts of collective perception of modern war in the
Introduction
On September 2014, in his sermon delivered on the Austro-Hungarian memorial Fogliano
Redipuglia in Gorizia Pope Francis said: "World
War III is already with us". The ceremony where these words were uttered was dedicated to the centenary of World War I. Pope Francis spoke of the new war as "irrational", and among its causes he named "greed, intolerance, the lust for power". 
Definition of war
War is a "large-scale organized violence between political organizations". This is how war is defined by a famous modern research of war and its causes Jack S. Levy (Levy, 1983; 1998) . It is evident that the interpretation of war is changing. The general definition of war may not be up-to-date any more, as modern military theory distinguishes between "major" and "minor" wars. For a long while, researches have been focused on the "major", "international", "universal", "great", "global" wars: the wars that lead to significant changes in the international structure. Jack S. Levy suggests that the emphasis on such "hegemonial" wars is connected to the "Europe-focus" of the researches. K. J. Holsti finds it necessary to research the "low intensity wars" and "identity wars".
Modern war is a complicated, multi-layered cultural phenomenon. Modern war analytics requires the subject matter war to be specified.
After that the war type is analyzed both as an objective process and as an image, in the process of formation influenced by some cultural and psychological factors. In their turn, the cultural and psychological factors influencing the modern war image are bound to cultural memory, language, and symbolic complexes, the collective sense carriers.
Modern war has its causes determined both by cultural universals and cultural peculiarities of a certain social group, including cultural peculiarities or a nation or an ethnos.
Causes of war as a theoretic problem
Causes of war are being studied in several theoretical aspects. The first one is associated with the answer to the question: why does the war ever happen? What is the urge for war?
Usually these questions are answered by pointing at aggression as the core of human nature.
Thus, hypotheses on the aggressive behavior involving killing others to protect the habitat of a biosocial community being typical for not only humans, but, for instance, for chimpanzees, appear more and more often (especially in popscience publications). One of the main conclusions promoted by the researchers of the chimpanzee's aggressiveness is formulated as follows: the acts of killing are directly connected to the number of males in the group and the "density of male population in the territory".
There is a similar well-known demographic theory of "young man domination" based on Giving proper respect to the feminist studies of war and the neo-realistic concept of the anarchic causes of war, we cannot but notice that in all those studies war is regarded in the social state of statics, being something typical of all social organisms, while simple empirical researches usually say that the peaceful state of society dominates over war. Consequently, the problem includes the understanding of the fundamental cause of war that "tears the peace apart" and transforms a social mechanism into the state of war.
To unveil this fundamental cause, we need to accumulate some researches connected with the understanding of the anarchy forms the international system has before the beginning of war, and with the certain gender scenarios that existed in the patriarchal societies that could transit from the state of peace to the state of war with relative ease.
Levels of war causes analysis
The creator of level analysis of war is Kenneth Neil Waltz (1924 Waltz ( -2013 , a famous international relations specialist, political scientist, the author of the political science concept for neorealism Further let us study the most frequent associations. They shall be presented in two tables. In Table 1 associations are shown in the way they were recorded by the respondents; Table   2 shows the processed associations, classified on the basis of some common features. For example, Table 1 includes both "information war" and "information" as separate units, while Table 2 shows them as one unit. The tables demonstrate the associations themselves, the number of repetitions (which, consequently, also stands for the percentage, as the experiment was attended by 100 people) and the percentage of the total number of associations (892 units).
The associations presented in Table 1 may be classified on the basis of their meanings as follows:
Type of war: information (22) , nuclear (7) . Over 20% of the respondents think that modern war majorly means information war, and 7% of them think it is nuclear. Moreover, the following types of wars the students associated with modern war were mentioned: ideology war between monarchists and liberals; war between Islam and Europe; war of mathematicians and humanitarians; war between brothers; war for leadership, not for territory; mass media war; generation war; hybrid war; civil war; news war; religious war; secret war; chemical war; economic war (each of the wars was mentioned by one respondent only), atomic war (2) . In general the percentage of those who thought modern war to be nuclear may be increased with those who mentioned the word "atomic" (2) 
Names of states: Ukraine (18), America (7).
Almost one fifth of the respondents associates modern war with the military conflict which is currently continuing in the territory of Ukraine.
The USA is associated with modern war much less frequently. It is worth noticing that besides Ukraine and the USA the respondents also mentioned Russia and China. Consequently, the students consider other states not to be involved in the modern wars. Participants of modern war: victims (7), children (5) . It is interesting that the most frequent are the associations denoting the passive participants of war, the parties exposed to its influence. Such associations, as "warriors", "soldiers", "generals", "people", "politicians" are less frequent. Consequently, speaking of modern war it is not the one who initiates and ends it that matters, but those who are forced to get involved and experience the exposure. It is remarkable that modern war causes more suffering to children than to adults.
Attributes of modern war: death (23), pain (14), blood (14), murders (8) , lies (8) , violence (8) , destruction (8) , starvation (7), cruelty ( 
Judgmental characteristics of modern war:
fear (14), stupidity (9) , terror (5) . Modern war is evaluated by students as an exclusively negative phenomenon, and the attributes they use are very strong: fear and terror. Modern war does not only inspire fear, but also finds no approval among the respondents; it is described as stupid, which means, irrational, non-conforming to any common sense. The similar attributes are less frequent associations, such as "absurd", "nonsense" etc. Now let us do the similar work with the associations presented in Table 2 ; perhaps, it may expand and specify the semantic groups outlined on the basis of the data from Table 1 .
Classification of the separate associations into the group, on one hand, specifies the way the respondents understand modern war, but on the other hand, some of the aspects turn out to be generalized and not possible to specify. It concerns such associations as "information", "cold", "nuclear" etc. that include some characteristics of the studied phenomenon, such as, for instance, "nuclear explosion", "nuclear winter", "nuclear war" etc. Consequently, not all of the semantic groups outlined before may be studied on the basis of the data demonstrated in Table 2 . Specifically it concerns the group "type of war" as the characteristics serving as the names of war types (cold, information, nuclear, atomic, chemical) are included into the greater associations: "cold", "information", "nuclear", "atomic", "chemistry". Consequently, they shall be presented in other semantic groups below.
Tools of modern war: information (38),
weapon (28), nuclear (23), mass media (18), bomb (13), atom (12) , technology (11) , explosion Table 2 lost its relevance nowadays. Modern war means use of bombs, chemical and nuclear weapon. Thirdly, associations from the second subgroup helped us to clarify the source of information as a tool of modern war: it is not only the Internet that has been proved before, but also television, and news as a whole, no matter which mass media it belongs to.
Image of the actions characterizing modern
war: politics (14), conflict (8) , struggle (6), economic (5) . The similar group presented on the basis of Table 1 was expanded at the expense of associations "struggle" and "economic". Struggle may point at the fact that conflicts of modern wars are more likely to transform into long-lasting struggle rather than get settled. "Economic" may acts as a characteristic both for the conflict and the sanctions implemented by the parties.
Names of states: America (the USA) (18), Russia (9), the USA-Russia (6). This semantic group helped us to understand which countries are mostly related to modern war in the idea of the respondents: these are the USA and Russia. In a series of cases the respondents directly pointed at the confrontation of these two countries:
"the USA vs. Russia". It is interesting that the number of mentionings of the USA in all possible variations caught up with "Ukraine". One cannot help but connect such figures and confrontation of the USA and Russia. These factors witness that modern war is the one happening between two countries, the USA and Russia, for the third state which is Ukraine. The third party involved into the relations of the USA and Russia is China, but its role in the events around Ukraine is less significant, according to the students' opinion.
Participants of modern war: victims (10), people (9) , children (6), people (5), leader (5) .
In regard of the associations gathered in this semantic group we should notice that the role of the leader is not as great as that of other actors.
Attributes of modern war: death (27) , blood (16), destructions (11) , lies (11) , cruelty (10) , murders (9) , suffering (6), cold (8) , loss (5) .
The semantic group of the associations shown in Table 1 was expanded with "cold" and "loss".
"Loss" only increases the number of associations related to the exposure to the effects of war.
"Cold", on one hand, acts as an attribute of one of the possible types of modern war -cold war, which also points at the time the responds relate the emergence of the new, modern type of wars with -late 20 century. On the other hand, it is another negative association characterizing modern war with darkness, dust etc.
Judgmental characteristics of modern war:
fear (15), insanity (5) . The expansion of this semantic group occurred with the association "insanity" which also witnesses the disapproval of modern war by the respondents, just like the association "stupidity" but in a stronger way.
Phenomenon threatened by modern war:
peace/world (11) , life (6). Without references to the phrases these terms constituted, we could unite them into the group titled "Phenomena confronting modern war". However, almost all examples of their use ("threaten to the world order", "ulcer on the body of the world", "world repartition", "end of life", "nothing alive" etc.)
mean that life and peace are the two things that are the first to be exposed to modern war. 
